We present a family of online algorithms for real-time factorization-based structure from motion, leveraging a relationship between the incremental singular value decomposition and recent work in online matrix completion. Our methods are orders of magnitude faster than previous state of the art, can handle missing data and a variable number of feature points, and are robust to noise and sparse outliers. Experiments show that they perform well in both online and batch settings. We also provide an implementation which is able to produce 3D models in real time using a laptop with a webcam.
Introduction
The problem of structure from motion -recovering the 3D structure of an object and locations of the camera from a monocular video stream -has been studied extensively in computer vision. For rigid scenes, many algorithms are based on the seminal work of Tomasi and Kanade [32] , in which it was shown that a noise-free measurement matrix of point tracks has rank at most 3 for an affine camera when the data are centered at the origin. The 3D locations of all tracked points and camera positions can be easily obtained from a factorization of this matrix. Due to occlusion, however, many matrix entries are typically missing and standard matrix factorization techniques can no longer be applied.
Recent work in low-rank matrix completion has explored conditions under which the missing entries in a low-rank matrix can be determined, even when the matrix is corrupted with noise or sparse outliers [12, 13, 29] . Most algorithms for matrix completion are static in nature, working with a "batch" of matrix columns. In this paper, by contrast, we focus on online structure from motion, in which the 3D model of point locations must be updated in real time as the video is taken. The algorithm must be efficient enough to run in real time, yet still must deal effectively with missing data and noisy observations. The online problem has received little attention in comparison to batch algorithms, although online algorithms have been developed for matrix completion [3] that have shown promise in other real-time computer vision applications [21] . In this paper, we extend these online algorithms to the problem of rigid structure from motion. Our algorithms naturally address difficulties that have been observed in online rigid structure from motion: (1) our method is inherently online, (2) we naturally deal with data that are offset from the origin, (3) we directly deal with missing data, (4) we are able to handle a dynamically changing number of features, (5) our algorithms can be made robust to outliers, and (6) our method is extremely fast.
In addition to testing with online data, we compare our methods to batch algorithms, showing that they are competitive with -and often orders of magnitude faster thanstate-of-the-art batch algorithms. To demonstrate the utility of our approach, we have also implemented our algorithm using a laptop, and we show that it is able to create 3D models of objects in real-time using video from an attached webcam.
Related Work

Structure From Motion
Much research on the rigid structure-from-motion problem is based on Tomasi and Kanade's factorization algorithm [32] for orthographic cameras, and subsequent work [28] that extended its applicability to other camera models [1, 8, 17, 18, 26, 30] . Comparatively little work has been done on online structure from motion, apart from algorithms that employ batch methods or local bundle adjustment in an online framework [23, 27] .
In [26] , Mortia and Kanade proposed a sequential version of the factorization algorithm but cannot deal with missing data, nor can they handle outliers or a dynamically changing set of features. The approach of McLauchlan and Murray [25] can handle missing data but uses simplifying heuristics to achieve a low computational complexity. The related algorithm of Trajković and Hedley [33] dispenses with the heuristics; they focus on tracking moving objects within a scene. More recently, Cabral et al. [10] proposed a method that performs matrix completion iteratively, in an online manner. However, it is difficult to dynamically add new features, and their approach can be numerically unstable. The most similar algorithm to our own is the incremental SVD (ISVD) approach of Bunch and Nielsen [9] , which has been previously used for sequential structure from motion by Brand [6] . In Section 4.2 we show how ISVD is related to our algorithms.
Matrix Completion and Subspace Tracking
Low-rank matrix completion is the problem of recovering a low-rank matrix from an incomplete sample of the entries. It was shown in [11, 29] that under assumptions on the number of observed entries and on incoherence of the singular vectors of this matrix, the convex nuclear norm minimization problem solves the NP-hard rank minimization problem exactly. Since this breakthrough, a flurry of research activity has centered around developing faster algorithms for this convex optimization problem, both exact and approximate; see [22, 31] for just a couple. The online algorithm Grouse [3] (Grassmannian Rank-One Update Subspace Estimation) outperforms all non-parallel algorithms in computational efficiency, often by an order of magnitude, while remaining competitive in terms of estimation error.
The Grouse algorithm was also developed for lowdimensional subspace tracking, which has been an active area of research. Comprehensive reference lists for complete-data adaptive methods for tracking subspaces and extreme singular values and vectors of covariance matrices can be found in [15] ; the authors discuss methods from the matrix computation literature as well as gradient-based methods from the signal processing literature.
A useful extension of these algorithms is "Robust PCA," in which we seek to recover a low-rank matrix in the presence of outliers. This work has had application in computer vision, decomposing a scene from several video frames as the sum of a low-rank matrix of background (which represents the global appearance and illumination of the scene) and a sparse matrix of moving foreground objects [13, 24] . The algorithm Grasta [20, 21] (Grassmannian Robust Adaptive Subspace Tracking Algorithm) is a robust extension of Grouse that performs online estimation of a changing lowrank subspace while subtracting outliers.
Problem Description
Given a set of points tracked through a video, the measurement matrix W is defined as
where x i,j ∈ R 1×2 is the projection of point i in frame j, giving W a dimension of n × 2m, where n is the number of points and m is the number of frames. If we assume that the data are centered at the origin, then in the absence of noise this matrix has rank at most 3 and can be factored as
whereS is the n × 3 structure matrix containing 3D point locations, whileM is the 2m × 3 motion matrix, which is the set of affine camera matrices corresponding to each frame [32] . Data that are offset from the origin have an additional translation vector τ ; we can write
where W now has rank at most 4 and the constant ones vector is necessarily part of its column space. We use this fact to naturally deal with offset data in our algorithms (Section 5.1).
In the presence of noise, one can use the singular value decomposition (SVD) [32] in order to find S and M such that SM T most closely approximates W in either the Frobenius or operator norm. In this paper we address the problem of online structure from motion in which we have an estimated factorization at time t,Ŵ t =Ŝ tM T t , and wish to update our estimate at time t + 1 as we track points into the next video frame. The new information takes the form of two additional columns for W t , leading to successive updates of the form W t+1 = W t v t . The algorithm for updating the approximate factorization must be efficient enough to be used in real time, able to handle missing data as points become occluded, and able to incorporate new points.
Matrix Completion Algorithms for SFM
The Grouse Algorithm [3]
Here we review the Grouse algorithm in the context of structure from motion in order to set the stage for our proposed algorithms, which are given in Section 4.2.
In the following we introduce the subscript t to denote values at time t. Let n t be the number of tracks started up to time t and U t ∈ R nt×4 be an orthogonal matrix whose columns span the rank-4 column space of the measurement matrix W t , and let v t be a new column such that W t+1 = W t v t . (We consider the two new columns provided by each video frame one at a time.) The indices of v t that are observed are given by Ω t ⊆ {1, . . . , n t } such that v Ωt and U Ωt are row submatrices of v t and U t corresponding to Ω t .
The Grouse algorithm [3] measures the error between the current subspace-spanning matrix U t and the new vector v t using the 2 distance
is the set of weights that project v Ωt orthogonally onto the subspace given by U Ωt . We would like to replace U t by an updated orthogonal matrix of the same dimensions, but which reduces the error E in accordance with the new observation v t . Denoting by r t the residual vector for the latest observation, we define the subvector corresponding to the indices in Ω t by
and set the components of r t whose indices are not in Ω t to zero. We can express the sensitivity of the error E to U t as
Grouse essentially performs projected gradient descent on the Grassmann manifold, taking a step in the negative gradient direction and then projecting onto this manifold to maintain orthonormality. For details, see [3] .
Because it is known a priori that rank(W ) ≤ 4, Grouse can be applied directly to the factorization problem, but there are several issues that prevent Grouse from being easily used for online structure from motion. First, Grouse only maintains an estimate of the column space of W t , so the corresponding matrix R t ∈ R 2mt×4 for whichŴ t = U t R T t must be computed whenever a final reconstruction is needed. This can be a problem for online applications since it requires keeping all data until the algorithm is complete. Additionally, the choice of a critical parameter in Grouse -the step size for gradient descent -can affect the rate of convergence strongly. In the following section, we take advantage of a recent result on the relationship between Grouse and incremental SVD to resolve these difficulties.
The Incremental SVD (ISVD) Formulation
The incremental SVD algorithm [9] is a simple method for computing the SVD of a collection of data by updating an initial decomposition one column at a time. Given a matrix W t whose SVD is W t = U t Σ t V T t , we wish to compute the SVD of a new matrix with a single column added:
where one can verify that the left and right matrices are still orthogonal. We compute an SVD of the center matrix:
which yields the new SVD,
If only the top k singular vectors are needed, then as a heuristic we can drop the smallest singular value and the associated singular vector after each such update. In the case of missing data when only entries Ω t ⊆ {1, . . . , n t } are observed, we can define the weights and residual vector in these update formulae as in Equations (5) and (6), respectively.
We now examine the relationship of this algorithm to Grouse, in the context of SFM. LetŴ t = U t R T t be an estimated rank-4 factorization of W t such that U t has orthonormal columns. Given a new column v t with observed entries Ω t , if w t and r t are the least-squares weight and residual vector, respectively, defined with respect to the set of observed indices Ω t as in Equations (5) and (6), then we can write
where the subvector ofṽ t corresponding to Ω t is set to v Ωt , while the remaining entries in v t are imputed as the inner product of w t and the rows i / ∈ Ω t of U t . Define the SVD of the center matrix to be
In [4] , it was shown that updating U t to
and subsequently dropping the last column is equivalent to Grouse for a particular choice of step size. Additionally, combining Equations (11) and (12), updating R t becomes
and dropping the last column provides a corresponding update for the matrix R. The result is a new rank-4 factoriza-tionŴ t+1 = U t+1 R T t+1 . The advantages of this method are two-fold. First, by updating both U and R simultaneously, there is no need to calculate R when a reconstruction is needed. Instead, we keep a running estimate of both U and R; estimates of the motion and structure matrices can be easily found at any point in time. We thus have a truly online SFM approach because we no longer need to store the entire observation matrix W in order to solve for R. Keeping a subset of the data is still useful so that old data can be revisited, but this can be limited to a fixed amount if memory becomes an issue. Second, this formulation uses an implicit step size; we no longer are required to specify a step size as in the original Grouse formulation, although the residual vector can still be scaled to affect the step size if needed. In Section 6, we show that the parameter-free algorithm outperforms other online SFM algorithms on real data.
Robust SFM
The Grasta algorithm [20, 21] is an extension of Grouse which is robust to outliers. Instead of minimizing the 2 cost function given in Equation (4), Grasta uses the robust 1 cost function E grasta (U Ωt , v Ωt ) = U Ωt w t − v Ωt 1 . Grasta estimates the weights w t of this 1 projection as well as the sparse additive component using ADMM [5] and then updates U t using Grassmannian geodesics, replacing r t with a variable Γ t which is a function of the sparse component and the 1 weights [21] . Thus, we can use these w t and Γ t in place of w t and r t in the ISVD formulation of Grouse (Section 4.2), resulting in an ISVD formulation of Grasta.
The Resulting Family of Algorithms
The algorithms that we have presented so far make up a family of algorithms that can be applied to SFM in various circumstances. Both Grouse and Grasta are studied here, as well as the ISVD versions which carry forward an estimate for the singular values Σ.
To obtain a final variant within this family, we scale the residual norm in (12) by some value α t before taking its SVD:
This scaling provides us with more control over the contribution of the residual vector to the new subspace estimate.
In our experiments, we took α t to be decreasing with t. This scaling is useful in the batch setting, but with online data we found that no scaling performs best.
Implementation
The All-1s Vector
Two more issues need to be addressed for implementation of Grouse for SFM. The first issue is to exploit the fact that the constant vector of ones should always be in the column space of W t and thus should be in the span of any estimate U t of the column space of W t , since the points may be offset from the origin. Without loss of generality, suppose that U t has the ones-vector as its last column (appropriately scaled), so that
A Family of Matrix Completion SFM Algorithms
Grouse ( 2 cost) Grasta ( 1 cost) Track Eqns (9),(10), (9),(10), using singular "isvd" w t from ADMM, values and replacing r t Σ with Γ t [21] , "isvd-grasta" Use
Eqns (13), (14), Eqns (13),(14) Σ = I "grouse" with replacements, "grasta" Use Eqns (13),(14) (13), (14) with Σ = I, using center replacements, scale matrix (15), using (15), residual "grouse "grasta (scaled)" (scaled)" Here τ t is the corresponding translation vector, which is the (scaled) last column of R t . Similarly, let w t = w t T γ t T . The derivative of the error E in Equation (4) with respect to just the first three columns is
By not considering the derivative of E with respect to the ones vector it will remain in the span of U , since the Grouse update will be applied only toŨ . Our Grouse update for structure from motion is obtained by first setting
(whereÛ ,Σ, andV are defined as in Equation (12) usingw t ), and then dropping the last column ofŨ t+1 and R t+1 . Because the residual vector r t is still based on the full matrix U t , including the ones-vector, r t will necessarily be orthogonal to the ones-vector and U t+1 will retain the ones-vector in its span and will remain orthogonal.
Adding New Points
In online structure from motion, we are initially unaware of the total number of points to be tracked and need to account for newly added points as the video progresses. If U t ∈ R nt×4 is the current subspace estimate, then new points will manifest themselves as additional rows of U t . However, when updating U t , we have to make sure that the columns of U t remain orthonormal and the last column continues to be the vector of ones. We thus perform the following update when each new point is added:
By appending zeros to each column ofŨ t , they remain orthonormal. In the supplementary material we provide an alternative way to add new points, but do not use this method in our experiments.
Updating Past Points
The Grouse update for structure from motion is fast enough that many updates can be done for each new video frame. It is therefore advantageous to be able to revisit old frames and reduce the error more than would be possible using a single pass over the frames. Using the original Grouse formulation described in Section 4.1, we simply run additional Grouse updates using past columns of W . This does not work in the new online formulation, where we also keep track of the matrix R t , since running another Grouse update will add a new row to R t . Instead, we simply drop the associated row of R t before the update and replace it with the resulting new row. Because we do not impose any orthogonality restrictions on the matrix R t , no correction is needed. In our experiments, however, we also compare to ISVD, which requires that the the right-side matrix be orthogonal. In this case, we first "downdate" our SVD using the algorithm given by Brand [7] before performing an update.
Experiments
We used three different datasets for comparison: the Dinosaur sequence from [16] , the Teddy Bear sequence from [30] , and a sequence of a Giraffe that we created ourselves. The Dinosaur sequence consists of 4983 point tracks over 36 frames. We use the full data matrix and do not remove low-quality tracks. The Teddy Bear sequence has 806 tracks over 200 frames and the Giraffe has 2634 tracks over 343 frames. The three sequences have measurement matrices that are missing 91%, 89% and 93% of their entries, respectively. Our reconstruction results for these datasets are illustrated in Figure 1 . Since no groundtruth is available, we report 2D RMSE error. We found this error measure to be a good indicator of the quality of the reconstruction, and results were similar to a synthetic cylinder dataset where 3D RMSE errors could be calculated. All reconstructions were generated by applying standard scaled orthographic camera constraints.
Batch SFM
We first consider the batch or offline setting where the entire measurement matrix W is input. We compare the scaled versions of our algorithms to pf [19] , dn [8] , ga [18] , csf [17] and balm [14] . For balm, we used the scaled-orthographic projector. Each algorithm was run until convergence. All of the methods we compared to are in some way iterative and require initialization, so in order to fairly compare across different methods, we initialized each algorithm to the same random subspace and averaged over 5 random initializations.
Results are shown in Figure 2 , where we plot the rootmean-squared error of each algorithm with respect to the measurement matrix over time. Notice that our algorithm grouse (scaled) converges significantly faster than most other batch algorithms, with pf being the only competitor in terms of convergence rate. However, we found that pf was sensitive to initial conditions and did not always converge to the same accuracy as grouse, especially for the Dinosaur sequence (Figure 2a ). grouse also outperforms the more robust grasta. For real datasets, then, rather than using a robust algorithm such as grasta, it may be preferable to manually remove any extreme outliers and use the faster grouse algorithm, especially if the data is of relatively high quality to begin with.
Large Dataset Experiment
To test our algorithm on a large dataset and directly compare to [14] , we tested our algorithm on the Venice dataset from Agarwal et. al [2] as modified in [14] . The 3D model was projected onto 100 random orthographic cameras, producing a measurement matrix of size 939551 × 200 from which 90% of the entries were randomly removed. We measure the error as S − S gt F / S gt F , where S is the resulting 3D reconstruction and S gt is the groundtruth 3D model. The algorithm of [14] reported a reconstruction error of 6.67%, which grouse achieved within 50 seconds. After 2 minutes, grouse had reduced the error of 2.48% and it was down to 1.37% after 10 minutes.
Online SFM
For online structure-from-motion, we evaluate our algorithm grouse along with its robust counterpart grasta, and also evaluate the variants of both algorithms in which residual vectors for past frames are scaled (grouse (scaled) and grasta (scaled)). We also compare to incremental SVD (isvd) and a robust version of this approach, which we denote isvd-grasta. Our isvd algorithm is the same as in [6] .
In [3] , it was shown that for a static subspace, the step size for grouse should diminish over time. With our formulation, we still have control of the step size by scaling the residual; here, at iteration t we scale by the function C/t for a fixed C. We find that this is important for convergence when grouse is run in batch mode (Section 6.1).
For tests of the online methods, we show results both with and without scaling the residual for past frames, and do not scale the residual for new frames.
Our algorithms were implemented in Matlab and were initialized by finding all points that were fully tracked for the first 5 frames and running SVD on this subset of the measurement matrix.
Results for online SFM are shown in Figure 3 . Each algorithm was run for enough iterations so that it maintained a fixed frame rate, which we varied from 1-100 fps. The plots show the root-mean-squared pixel error (RMSE) from the measurements after all frames have been processed for a given frame rate. For all datasets, grouse performed better than either its robust grasta counterpart or the isvd algorithms. The other methods do eventually catch up to grouse as the frame rate is slowed, but grouse is by far the best-performing algorithm for frame rates that would correspond to videos streams at 15-30 fps.
Real-time implementation
To demonstrate the utility of our method, we implemented grouse in C++ using OpenCV. Our implementation uses two threads running on separate cores: one thread reads frames from an attached webcam and tracks point using the KLT tracker in OpenCV, while the other thread continually runs grouse and incorporates new data as it becomes available. We used a MacBook Pro with a 2.66 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo processor and 8 GB of memory and a Logitech C270 webcam.
Our implementation was run at 15 fps and we used it to capture and reconstruct a 3D model of a toy giraffe in real time (Figure 1c ). The bottleneck in this process is tracking points between frames, and during this time grouse completed an average of 205 iterations per frame where each iteration of grouse was run on a randomly-selected past column of the measurement matrix. We envision this algorithm being useful in applications where it is desirable to build a 3D model with low-cost hardware, such as at-home 3D printing; using a simple webcam and a standard computer, we can obtain a 3D model of an object in real-time.
Effect of Noise
Using synthetic data allows us to systematically investigate the effect of noise on our method. We do so by generating a noise-free cylinder dataset, and then adding variable amounts of noise to it. The synthetically-generated cylinder has a radius of 10 pixels and a height of 50 pixels, centered at (50, 50). Two hundred random points were tracked over 100 frames while the cylinder underwent one full rotation. The measurement matrix for this cylinder has 66% of its entries missing.
The results in Figure 4a show how our algorithm per- Figure 4 : Effect of noise on our algorithms. In (a), we generate a synthetic cylinder and add a variable level of Gaussian noise, while in (b) we add uniform random noise in the interval [−50, 50] to a variable fraction of the measurements. For Gaussian noise, grouse (scaled) slightly outperforms the more robust grasta (scaled), while grasta (scaled) has a clear advantage when there is sparse noise.
forms when run in batch when Gaussian noise with different standard deviations is added. Each algorithm was run for 60 seconds. We plot the resulting mean-squared pixel error (MSE) from the ground-truth, noise-free, measurement matrix. Similarly, we added sparse noise uniformly distributed in the interval [−50, 50] to a variable proportion of observations, and show the results in Figure 4b . When only Gaussian noise is present, we find that the non-robust grouse gives the best results, although both grouse and grasta perform well. With sparse noise, grasta is preferable.
Because grouse is much faster than grasta, it is better to use grouse if the point tracks are of high quality.
Even when bad tracks are present, due to the speed advantage it may be preferable to improve the tracking performance or throw out bad tracks rather than use grasta.
Discussion
We have presented a family of online algorithms for factorization-based structure from motion, opening the door to real-time recovery of 3D structure from a single camera video stream on low-power computers such as cell phones. Our algorithms have state-of-the-art speed and error performance for structure from motion. There are many remaining questions for exploration, but one of immediate importance for the online matrix completion approach to SFM is a better understanding of the algorithm's convergence properties and, in particular, their dependence on the sampled observations. Existing analyses assume that the observed subvector is chosen randomly and independently at each iteration. In SFM, however, there is a great deal of structure to the visible features over time and the observations are not independent at each iteration.
